The changes listed below have been made to the original release of *Intergovernmental Issues in Indiana: 2001 IACIR Survey* (May 2002). These changes are reflected in the electronic document now available on the IACIR web site (June 2002).

**Page 1, first bullet point under Findings:**
- Change “increasingly” to “continue to be”
- Change “eighty-seven (87)” to “eighty-four (84)”
- Change “represents a small increase” to “is consistent with results”

**Page 5, first paragraph under Local Conditions and Services**
- Change “(87 percent)” to “(84 percent)”
- Change “represents a small increase” to “is consistent with results”

**Page 5, first paragraph under Local Conditions and Services**
- Change “trustees reported being the least optimistic (64 percent)” to “trustees reported being the least optimistic (63 percent)”

**Page 6, Figure 1**
- Change the pie wedge for “neither optimistic or pessimistic” to 10% (from 9%)
- Change the pie wedge for “mildly optimistic” to 50% (from 49%)

**Page 7, first paragraph**
- Change “For 20 our of 32” to “For 19 out of 32”
- Change “Among the remaining 12 conditions” to “Among the remaining 13 conditions”
- Change “Unemployment (63 percent)” to “Unemployment (62 percent)”
- Change “Roads and Streets (62 percent)” to “Roads and Streets (61 percent)”

**Page 23, Figure 16**
- Reorder the bars for “understand the basic issue only” and “understand the issue and available solutions.”
  “Understand the basic issue only” should be the second bar on the left.

**Page 24, first paragraph**
- Change “(50 and 43 percent, respectively)” to “(50 and 48 percent, respectively)”

**Page 21, first paragraph and Table 21**
- Change “Pass Stricter Controls (39 percent)” with “Pass Stricter Controls (41 percent)”
  Replace entire table with correct figures (see corrected report)

**Page 28, Figure 19**
- Adjust “pass stricter rate controls” figure to 41%
- Adjust “provide additional aid to low-income households” to 14%